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Abstract- Now a days, cloud computing is a growing technology as it provides various services SAAS, PAAS, IAAS & 
reduces the IT cost. So Most of IT industries now prefer to cloud for storage of their confidential data. But to store the data at 
remote cloud may leak data privacy. Although it has various advantages, satisfying customer requirements for security point 
of view is very challenging task for cloud service provider. Customer expects High Data privacy, search accuracy, less 
communication overhead from the cloud service providers. In order tackle this TRSE (Two Round Searchable Encryption) 
scheme has been proposed which achieved high data privacy through homomorphic encryption and search accuracy through 
vector space model. Scheme used Modified FHEI (fully homomorphic encryption over the integers) which generates the 
public key of large size. This large key is used for encryption of keywords to hide access pattern & search pattern. This leads 
to the greater communication overhead between data owner & cloud server thus reduces the efficiency of TRSE. Proposed 
TRSE reduces the communication overhead in existing TRSE using Public key compression technique for fully 
homomorphic encryption scheme over the integers & improve the efficiency of existing scheme. 
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I. INTRODUCTION  
 
Cloud computing is basically an accessing hardware 
and software resources over the internet on rental 
basis. Today most of the big industries like yahoo, 
Google have their own cloud data centres. To 
maintain popularity of cloud is very difficult task for 
cloud service provider. . Even though cloud provides 
a various benefits, security matters a lot. Users of 
cloud service provider expect the high data privacy. 
In order achieve high data privacy various schemes 
have been proposed. To provide privacy, data files 
are encrypted and store on the cloud. To access 
encrypted files some searching techniques have been 
emerged. Whatever schemes have been proposed so 
far could not balance privacy and efficiency. 
Somewhere they achieved privacy but efficiency is 
slightly reduced. Other than this cloud service 
provider is not trusted one.  
 
Attacker also attack on the data while outsourcing. 
Attacker may learn about keywords which are used 
for searching & may leak data privacy. Result 
retrieved by cloud server against query should be 
more relevant. Some user may perform calculations 
on their data stored on the cloud. For that, cloud 
server needs raw data; we know that server is not 
trusted one. In order achieve multikeyword facility, 
high data privacy, hide access pattern & search 
pattern from attacker new TRSE scheme has been 
proposed. 
 
Existing TRSE Scheme has also two issues remain 
to be addressed: 
Communication overhead: In TRSE to hide access 
pattern & search pattern keywords are encrypted 
before searching but public key size is very large & 

this leads to large communication overhead between 
cloud server and data owner thus it reduces the 
efficiency of TRSE. 
 
Enable Updates: Frequent operation on to the cloud 
data also makes very challenging task to maintain the 
efficiency of Existing TRSE scheme. This scheme 
used vector space model which depends on the tf-idf 
weight, in which Inverse document frequency relies 
on the count of documents contain that keyword. So 
when file is added or removed from cloud whole 
searchable index has to update, because idf value for 
keyword may change. In order tackle this problem 
one solution is provided by existing scheme, to create 
searchable index for each file. Each searchable index 
contains two vectors holding term frequency values 
& inverse document frequency values for keywords. 
By using this solution, updates are taken place only in 
the idf vector but for every search request cloud 
server need to calculate the weight tf-idf. As cloud 
server has large computing power, this updates are 
possible & efficiency can be further improved. So 
proposed scheme focused on to reduce a 
communication overhead between cloud server and 
data owner using public key compression technique 
for fully homomorphic encryption scheme over the 
integers. The rest of paper is organized as follows: 
Related work is reviewed in Section II. In Section III, 
we present proposed work of system. In Section IV, 
we present our results & discuss them. In Section V, 
we provided conclusion and future work related to 
proposed system. 
 
II. RELATED WORK 
 
As demand of high data security, some researchers 
have focused to develop an Encryption technique 
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which enables to perform operations on encrypted 
cloud data. 
 
Gentry described somewhat homomorphic encryption 
which supports limited number of addition and 
multiplication operations on encrypted cloud data. 
Later on gentry provided solution of bootstrapping to 
achieve unlimited number of operations on encrypted 
cloud data. Drawback of this Encryption scheme is 
complexity & it works on ideal lattice so it is difficult 
to implement practically. Van Dijk, Gentry, Halevi 
and Vaikuntanathan's described (DGHV) fully 
homomorphic encryption over the integers. This 
scheme is conceptually simpler than Gentry's scheme, 
because it operates on integers instead of ideal lattice. 
This scheme is achieved simplicity with cost of large 
public key size О (  ). Jean-S_ebastien Coron, 
Avradip Mandal, David Naccache, and Mehdi 
Tibouchi described fully homomorhphic encryption 
over the integers with shorter public key size. This 
scheme reduced the public key size of DGHV scheme 
from О (  ) to О ( ). 
 
An effectively search over encrypted cloud data 
Song, D. Wagner, and A. Perrig described the 
cryptographic schemes in order to tackle searching 
problem on encrypted data but support only Boolean 
keyword retrieval without ranking. Swami Nathan & 
et al. have designed confidentiality preserving top-k 
retrieval framework which provides confidentiality to 
the document and query through OPE. .An effectively 
search over encrypted cloud data  P. Golle & et al. 
have proposed  scheme supporting Boolean multi 
keyword retrieval. Drawback of the protocols are 
partially solves the problem of secure Boolean search 
on encrypted data. 
 
III. PROPOSED WORK  
 
Proposed scheme is shown in the figure 1.Scheme 
contain two phases. In the Initialization phase Data 
Owner & Cloud server are involved. In the Retrieval 
phase Data user & Cloud sever are involved. 
 
A. Cloud Server: 
Cloud server is responsible to store large amount data 
files of a data owner in an encrypted form. Cloud 
server is not fully trust worthy for storage.  
 
B. Data Owner:  
Data Owner is responsible to store encrypted 
collection of files and encrypted searchable index on 
cloud. To encrypt collection of files Data Encryption 
Standard is used. To Encrypt Searchable Index 
Homomorphic encryption scheme is used. 
 
C.  Data user:  
Authorized data user first generates the query vector. 
Generate the trapdoor by encrypting query vector 
using public key generated during homomorphic 

encryption scheme & submits to cloud server. Cloud 
server calculates the inner product as score based on 
trapdoor & searchable index. Server Returns the 
relevant file ids & scores in encrypted form to data 
user. Data user selects top k highest scoring files and 
request to cloud server. Cloud server returns the 
result.  
 

 
Figure 1.  System Architecture 

 
D.Relevance Scoring: 
In order to calculate the weight and measure 
relevance between the query and documents 
following weighting scheme from Information 
Retrieval Community is used. 
  

   
            

=tf *  where 1  j  l  

N Number of files.tf- term frequency, -weight of 
the term j in a file i. 
 
E.Vector Space Model: 
tf-idf weighting scheme only assign a weight to the 
documents based on the single keyword. Vector space 
model is used to assign weight to the documents 
based on the multikeyword. It consider the each file 
as vector if keyword present in the file then value of 
that keyword in a file considered as non zero 
otherwise zero. To assign a score to file based on the 
multikeyword inner product of two vector is 
calculated where first vector is act as file and second 
vector is act as query.  
 
F.Comparision of Modified FHEI & DGHV Scheme 
Original DGHV scheme, encrypts one bit at time. In 
TRSE we have to encrypt the score .score is basically 
an integer which is represented by multi bit. 
According to the existing TRSE they have considered 
maximum size of score is 1024 &10 bits required to 
represent it. When we encrypt one bit in DGHV we 
get cipher text |p|+|q| size. So encryption of 10 bit 
results in 10 |p|+|q| size where |p| bit length of p & |q| 
bit length of q. This size is so large. To reduce the 
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size of the cipher text, Scheme which is used in the 
existing TRSE is modified but key. size is very large 
О ( ) where   is a security parameter 
 
To reduce the size of the public key, public key 
compression technique is applied on the DGHV 
scheme. Apart from generating public key xi as 
xi=qi*p+2ri in DGHV Scheme, in proposed scheme 
first generates same size of pseudo-random Xi and 
small correction δi, is computed such that xi=Xi-δi, is 
small modulo p. Then only small corrections in the 
public key are stored with the seed of the Pseudo 
Random Generator So size of public key is definitely 
reduced as compared to the Homomorphic encryption 
Scheme used in the existing TRSE scheme. 

 
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

 
Experiment is conducted using the National Research 
Award Abstracts 1990-2003 dataset. From this data 
set only 300 keywords & 1000 files are taken for 
experiment. Two machines are used. One machine act 
as cloud server with configuration Intel core i3 CPU 
running at 2.3 GHz, 2 GB RAM. Ubuntu 10.04 
(eucalyptus cloud ubuntu 10.04) is deployed on this 
machine. Second Machine act as data owner and data 
user with Pentium dual core CPU running at 2.50 
GHz, 0.99 GB RAM. 
 
A.Performance of Initialization phase 

 

 
Figure 2. Time to generate the secure searchable index for 

different number of file sets 
 
Initialization phase includes keygen & Build index. 
Secure Searchable index is generated from searchable 
index. In order to encrypt a searchable index public 
key is used. In proposed scheme public key size is 
reduced so time required to encrypt the searchable 
index and to generate the secure searchable index is 
analyzed. Time to generate the secure searchable 
index from different file collection is shown in table 
1.Based on the fig 2 proposed scheme is more 
efficient in the initialization phase. 
 

 
Number of 

files 

Existing 
Scheme 
(Time in 
second) 

Proposed 
Scheme 
(Time in 
second) 

50 23 14 

100 89 62 
150 203 136 
200 311 240 
250 475 392 

Table 1 Time to generate the secure searchable index 
 

B. Performance of Retrieval phase 
 

 
Figure 3 Time to generate trapdoor on different scale of 

keyword sets. 
 
This phase includes the trapdoor generation, Score 
calculation & Top k select operations. In Trapdoor 
generation stage query vector is generated and then it 
is encrypted to generate the trapdoor. Figure 3 shows 
time required to generate the trapdoor for different 
number of keywords .for example in table 2 proposed 
TRSE takes 301 ms to generate the trapdoor for 
keyword set containing 100 keywords while Existing 
TRSE takes 442 ms to do the same work. Here 
keyword set are varies & query is fixed. To generate 
the trapdoor following query is used for experimental 
result.  
 
Q1-theory, vessels, oce, continuing, groups 

 
Number of 
keywords 

Existing 
Scheme 

(Time in ms) 

Proposed 
Scheme 

(Time in ms) 
100 442 301 
200 821 566 
300 1260 825 
400 1699 1168 
500 2216 1444 

Table 2 Time to generate the trapdoor on different 
scale of keyword sets 

 
Fig 4 shows the time needed to generate the trapdoor 
for different number of queried keywords. In this case 
keyword set is fixed & query containing keywords 
are varied.  

 
Figure 4 Time to generate the trapdoor for different number of 
queried keywords, number of keywords in the keyword set is 

l=200 
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Query 

 
Number of 

Queried 
keywords 

 Existing 
Scheme 
(Time in 

ms) 

Proposed 
Scheme 
(Time in 

ms) 
Q1 10 668 655 
Q2 20 722 652 
Q3 30 727 644 
Q4 40 690 648 
Q5 50 700 669 

Table 3 Time to generate the trapdoor for different 
number of queried keywords 

 
Based on the experimental evaluation Proposed 
TRSE is efficient in the retrieval phase as compared 
to existing TRSE. 
 
Table 4 shows the communication overhead occurred 
during existing & proposed scheme with various 
keywords set & file set. Fig 5 shows the comparison 
of existing & proposed TRSE scheme in terms of 
communication overhead on keyword set 
50,100,150,200,250.Looking to graph difference of 
communication overhead between existing and 
proposed is less. As keyword set increased, 
communication overhead is increased in existing 
scheme linearly but in proposed scheme it is 
decreased comparatively.  
 

 
Figure 5 Comparison of existing & proposed scheme 

in terms of communication overhead on various keywords set 
 

The following statistical table 4 shows that 
communication overhead occurred during existing & 
proposed scheme with various keyword set and fixed 
file set. Based on the table efficiency of proposed 
TRSE scheme is improved as compared to existing 
TRSE. 
 

 
Number 
of files 

 
Number 

of 
keywords  

 
Existing 
Scheme 
(CO in 

Millisecond) 

 
Proposed 
Scheme 
(CO in 

Millisecond) 
50 100 316 219 
100 200 286 248 
150 300 410 353 
200 400 690 559 
250 500 1010 864 

Table 4 Communication overhead 

Based on experimental result proposed TRSE scheme 
is more efficient as compared to existing TRSE. 
 
CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK 
 
Efficiency of TRSE scheme is improved using public 
key compression technique for fully homomorphic 
encryption over the integer’s .Fully homomorphic 
encryption provides a data privacy & vector space 
model achieve search accuracy. Scheme supports 
secure multi keyword top k retrieval of documents 
over encrypted cloud data.  
 
On the basis of experimental result and comparative 
efficiency analysis, proposed TRSE scheme is more 
efficient. In existing TRSE scheme efficiency is 
reduced due to large communication overhead & 
frequent updates on the cloud.  
 
In the proposed scheme work is carried to overcome a 
first issue (communication overhead) & improve the 
efficiency of TRSE scheme to some extent.  
 
We can also extend this scheme in order to overcome 
a second issue: frequent operations on the cloud 
because for example. Doctors update their patient 
medical records every day in medical system. So 
Efficiency of this system should be considered such 
practical application.  
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